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1. M E D I T E R R A N E A N R I T U A L S 1 
O n e of the m a n y m o n u m e n t s the Athenians proud ly showed 
their you th and the visitors to their city was the ship with w h i c h 
T h e s e u s was bel ieved to have sailed to Crete. In the course of 
the centuries the ship's w o o d e n parts rotted, and the Athenians 
had to replace them, prov id ing ancient philosophers with an 
unso lved puzz led: did Theseus ' ship remain the same even 
though its rotten components were continually being replaced?2 
I cannot help thinking about this puzz le w h e n I am confronted 
with diachronic studies on 'the' Mediterranean. C a n the M e d i ­
terranean be a s o m e h o w distinctive object of historical and 
cultural study , given the continual change of its l iving (and 
therefore, ephemeral) components (human populations and 
their cultures, animals, and plants)? O r is the Mediterranean 
as a historical and cultural entity just a construct of the collect -
ive imagination of scholars w h o contribute to journals , books, 
or Conferences that have the name 'Mediterranean' in their title? 
1 T h e views expressed here stem from the project 'Ritual and Communi -
cation in the Greek cities and in Rome' , which is part of the interdisciplinary 
projects 'Ritualdynamik in traditionellen und modernen Gesellschaften' 
funded by the Ministry of Science of Baden-Württemberg (1999-2000) and 
'Ritualdynamik: Soziokulturelle Prozesse in historischer und kulturvergle­
ichender Perspektive' funded by the German Research Council (2002-5); 
references to my o w n preliminary studies on relevant subjects are, unfortu-
nately, unavoidable. I have profited greatly from theoretical discussions with 
my colleagues in this project. 
2 Plu. Theseus 23. 
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T h e question of the uni ty o f the Mediterranean should be asked 
not only 'vertically ' (wi th regard to diachronic developments) ; 
it must be asked 'horizontal ly ' as wel l . C a n the Mediterranean 
in its entirety be a meaningful and distinctive object of s tudy in 
any given per iod of the antiquity , g iven the heterogeneity o f 
cultures and env i ronments in this geographical region? A n d lf 
continuities, convergences, and homogeneit ies can s o m e h o w be 
detected in a non-anthropogenous f r a m e w o r k — f o r example 
there is such a thing as a Mediterranean climate, w e can study 
Medi terranean seismic activities, and w e k n o w f rom personal 
Observation the Mediterranean karstic landscapes—can w e 
characterize cultural phenomena as 'Mediterranean p h e n o m -
ena'? Is there such a thing as a Mediterranean mental i ty , a 
Medi terranean w a y of life, typical Mediterranean cultic prac -
tices or rituals, or even Mediterranean values?3 T h e s e questions 
sound rhetorical. M o s t of us w o u l d spontaneously deny the 
existence of a Medi terranean culture, a Mediterranean religion 
or a Medi terranean w a y of life, perhaps only making allowances 
for certain historical per iods or certain l imited aspects. It is 
necessary to rethink w h a t is specifically 'Mediterranean' in 
Medi terranean studies, to distinguish between objects and Ob-
servation and cons t ruc ts—but also to ask ourselves if there is 
any legit imacy for Mediterranean studies other than the natural 
geographical l imits of this closed sea, and if yes , w h i c h Param-
eters w e should take into consideration. 
I have chosen to explore this issue b y treating a cultural 
p h e n o m e n o n for w h i c h geographical factors d o not seem to be 
determinant: rituals. A d m i t t e d l y , religious responses to space 
and landscape have often been observed , and P . H o r d e n and N . 
Purcel l have ve r y aptly included in their Corrupting Sea a 
chapter on territories of grace.4 T h i s chapter deals w i th a 
great variety o f subjects pertaining to the relation between reli-
gion and the physical env i ronment and to geographical param-
eters, such as the topographical features of cult places (holy 
waters, h igh places, w o o d s and groves, natural catastrophes 
such as bad weather , earthquakes and vulcanic activity), the 
3 See e.g. J . G . Peristiany (ed.), Honour and Shame. The Values of Mediter-
ranean Society (London, 1965). 
4 CS 401-60. 
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sacralized e c o n o m y , and the mobi l i ty of religious practices. T h e 
questions of continuities, survivals, and changes, convergences 
and divergences naturally occupy an important posit ion in their 
discussion. A l though no claim is made in this book (or has ever 
been made , at least to the best of m y knowledge) that there is a 
'Mediterranean' religion or that there is anything specifically 
Mediterranean in the religions of the ancient Mediterranean, 
still continuities in worsh ip are detected in certain s i tes—the 
'classical' example being the use of the same sacred space by 
pagans, Christ ians and Mus l ims ; also similarities in the reli-
gious use of Space and landscape practices w i th a w ide geo-
graphical distribution in the Mediterranean have been 
observed. Interestingly, this discussion of continuities, sur-
vivals , and similarities in the sacred landscapes of the Med i te r -
ranean refers to cult, religion, worship, or the sacred; it does not 
to refer to rituals. A l t h o u g h rituals are often alluded to b y 
H o r d e n and Purcell , there is hardly any direct reference to the 
term ritual or to indiv idual rituals, and very prudent ly so, for 
reasons that wi l l be given in a moment . 
2 . F R O M M E A N I N G S T O F U N C T I O N S 
But despite the prudence and caution that should be shown in 
the treatment of rituals as objects of a comparat ive or a dia-
chronic s tudy , yet rituals are essential for the understanding of 
cult, religion, and worsh ip , for the use of sacred space, but also 
for the cultural profi le of a group, in the ancient Mediterranean 
as in any other region and period. It was wi th the description of 
differences in rituals (especially burial customs and the rituals 
of d ining) that m a n y ancient historians (notably Herodotus) 
established cultural difference and identity between Greeks 
and barbarians or among the Greek communit ies .5 In one of 
the longest and most detailed ancient treatments of rituals, in 
Athenaeus ' description of the dining rituals of various peoples, 
the peculiarities o f each group are detected through a compar i -
son of the rituals at the dining table.6 T h e r e is an unspoken, but 
5 e.g., F . Hartog, The Mirror of Herodotus. The Representation of the Other 
in the Writing of History (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1988); R. Bichler, 
Herodots Welt (Berlin, 2000), esp. 48-56, 84-93, 123-31, 151-78. 
6 Athen. 4.148-54d. 
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relatively w idespread v i e w (in G e r m a n y in particular), perhaps 
inf luenced b y the spirit o f Protestantism, that religious beliefs 
and doctrines have a supremacy over rituals, that rituals are 
meaningless. A n d yet , scholars still search for the meaning of 
rituals no less than some antiquarians d id in antiquity. 
Agatharchides narrates a very instructive anecdote:7 ' T h e Boe -
otians sacrifice to the gods those eels o f the K o p a i c Lake w h i c h 
are of surpassing size, putt ing wreaths on them, saying prayers 
over them, and Casting bar ley-corns on f h e m as on any other 
sacrificial v ic t im; and to the foreigner w h o w a s utterly puzz led 
at the strangeness of this custom and asked the reason, the 
Boeotian declared that he knew one answer, and he w o u l d 
reply that one should observe ancestral customs, and it was 
not his business to just i f y them to other men . ' T h i s anecdote 
of Agatharchides , rather than conf i rming the v i e w of those w h o 
regard rituals meaningless, advises us to shift the focus of the 
discussion f r o m meaning to functions. T h e Boeotians con-
t inued to sacrifice eels, not because of an original, n o w forgot-
ten, obscure and entirely insignificant meaning, but because of 
the importance attached to the preservation o f ancestral trad-
itions for the coherence and identity of a Community . 
O n e of the p r imary funct ions of rituals, at least in the civic 
communi t i es in Greece , was the communicat ion between 
humans and other beings wi th in and wi thout h u m a n society.8 
Pub l i c religious r ituals—sacrif ice in particular, and other activ-
ities connected w i th sacrifice (the singing of h ymns , ritual 
dances, etc.), rituals of purif ication and rituals of d e d i c a t i o n — 
are priv i leged means of communicat ion between mortals and 
gods; ritual activities establish the communica t ion between the 
l iv ing and the dead, in the funerary cult and the cult of heroes; it 
is also w i th r i tua ls—the secret rituals o f m a g i c — t h a t m e n estab-
lish a contact w i th superhuman beings. Pub l ic rituals (such as 
7 FGrH 86 F 5 (from Athen. 7.297d). 
8 e.g. F. Gra f , 'Zeichenkonzeption in der Religion der griechischen und 
römischen Antike' , in R . Posner, K . Robering, and T . A . Sebeok (eds.), 
Semiotik. Ein Handbuch zu den zeichentheoretischen Grundlagen von Natur 
und Kultur (Berlin and N e w York , 1997), 939-58. Cf . N . Bourque, ' A n 
Anthropologist's V iew of Ritual', in E. Bispham and C . Smith (eds.), Religion 
in Archaic and Republican Rome and Italy: Evidence and Experience (Edin-
burgh, 2000), 21-2. 
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oath ceremonies, banquets, processions, and initiatory rituals) 
play an important part also in the communicat ion between 
communit ies , groups and individuals; the Performance of 
rituals expresses symbolical ly roles, hierarchical structures, 
and ideals; rituals include or exclude individual persons or 
who le groups f r o m communa l life. Communica t i on is also the 
aim of all those forms of ritual and ritualized behaviour that 
accompany the social and political life of the G r e e k s — t h e 
drinking party or the celebration of a v ictory , the honour ing 
of benefactors or the assembly , the enthronization or the adven-
tus o f a ruler, or even diplomatic negotiations, as m y next 
anecdote wil l hopeful ly demonstrate. In 86 BC Sulla was at 
war w i th Athens . A f ter a long siege of their city the Athenians 
sent a delegation to negotiate w i th the R o m a n general. Plutarch 
reports:9 ' W h e n they (the envoys) made no demands w h i c h 
could save the city, but talked in lofty strains about Theseus 
and E u m o l p u s and the Persian wars, Sulla said to them: 'Be of f , 
m y dear sirs, and take these speeches w i th you; for I was not 
sent to A thens b y the R o m a n s to learn its history, but to subdue 
its rebels. ' T h i s anecdote m a y present more than the confron-
tation of A then ian oratory and R o m a n pragmatism. I think w e 
have here the case of a misused and misunderstood ritual, the 
funct ion of w h i c h w o u l d have been the establishment of the 
basis o f communicat ion , but wh ich failed to do so. F r o m the 
times of Plato's Menexenus to Ael ius Aristides, the Athenians 
reminded themselves and others stereotypically and in an 
almost ritualized w a y of the same three victories over barbar-
ians: the v ictory of Theseus over the A m a z o n s , Erechtheus over 
the Thrac ians o f E u m o l p u s , and the v ictory in the Persian 
W a r s . 1 0 T h e s e standardized components of their cultural 
m e m o r y are to be found not only in orations held in festivals 
(in other w o r d s wi th in the f ramework of a ritual), but also in 
their diplomatic contacts, e.g. wi th Sparta.11 T h i s ritualized use 
of history as an argument that can be observed in m a n y occa-
sions and in m a n y forms in the history of Greek d ip lomacy , 
f rom the Peloponnesian W a r to the 'kinship d ip lomacy ' of the 
9 Plu. Sulla 13. 
10 Plat. Menex. 239b-40e; Ael . Arist. Panath. 83-7, 92-114. 
11 Xen.Hell. 2.2.20; 6.2.6. 
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Hellenist ic and Imperial period, established and facilitated 
communica t ion among the Greek communit ies that shared the 
same cultural m e m o r y and values.1 2 T h i s diplomatic ritual 
failed in the case of Sulla, and quite naturally: Sulla himself 
w a s a barbarian aggressor, not unlike the A m a z o n s , the T h r a -
cians and the Persians that had threatened the f reedom of the 
Athen ians in the remote past. 
3. R I T U A L S A N D C U L T U R A L T R A N S F E R 
I have stretched out this communicat i ve funct ion of rituals and 
ritualized activities because I think it shows w h y w e should 
include rituals and ritualized behaviour in comparat ive and 
diachronic studies of the ancient Mediterranean, despite all 
the obstacles and methodological prob lems that confront us. It 
w o u l d be misleading, for instance, to ignore the ritual c o m p o n -
ents in discussions of continuities in the use of sacred space. 
T w o Cretan sanctuaries w i t h the longest record of an uninter-
rupted use as sacred places, the sanctuary in S imi V i a n n o u and 
the Idaean C a v e , demonsrate that it is exactly the change of the 
rituals that reveals substantial breaks in the tradition, d iscon-
tinuities rather than continuities. In S imi V i a n n o u there was a 
shift in the worsh ip f r o m sacrificial rituals and banquets to the 
initiatory rituals o f ephebes in the historical period.1 3 In the 
Idaean C a v e the offering of food items in the M i n o a n per iod is 
replaced b y b lood sacrifices, the dedication of weapons—aga in , 
poss ib ly in connection w i th mil i tary rites o f passage—in the 
early historical period, and the celebration of a cult o f death 
and rebirth.1 4 T h a t the continuity of use can be accompanied b y 
12 See most recently C . P. Jones, Kinship Diplomacy in the Ancient World 
(Cambridge, Mass. , 1999). 
13 A . Lebessi and P. M . M u h l y , 'Aspects of Minoan Cult: Sacred Enclos-
ures: T h e Evidence from the Syme Sanctuary (Crete)', Archäologischer Anzei-
ger (1990), 315-36; A . Lebessi, 'Flagellation ou autoflagellation? Donnees 
iconographiques pour une tentative d'interpretation', Bulletin de Correspon-
dance Hellenique 115 (1991), 103-23; K . Sporn, Heiligtümer und Kulte Kretas 
in klassischer und hellenistischer Zeit (Heidelberg, 2002), 85 -9 (with the earlier 
bibliography). 
14 J . Sakellarakis, ' The Idean Cave: Minoan and Greek Worship ' , Kernos 1 
(1988), 207-14; Sporn, Heiligtümer 218-23 (with the earlier bibliography). 
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a r a d i c a l d i s c o n t i n u i t y i n r i t u a l p r a c t i c e s is a l s o d e m o n s t r a t e d 
b y t h e c o n v e r s i o n o f p a g a n t e m p l e s . S c h o l a r s o f t e n r e f e r t o t h e 
e x i s t e n c e o f C h r i s t i a n c h u r c h e s o n t h e r u i n s o f p a g a n s a n c t u a r -
ies a s a c a s e o f c o n t i n u i t y i n t h e u s e o f s a c r e d s p a c e ; s o m e t i m e s it 
w a s n o t t h e s a n c t i t y o f t h e s p a c e t h a t i n v i t e d t h e C h r i s t i a n s t o 
b u i l d t h e i r p l a c e s o f w o r s h i p t h e r e , b u t o n t h e c o n t r a r y i t s 
u n h o l i n e s s ; n o t t h e e f f o r t t o c o n t i n u e t h e s a c r e d u s e o f a s i t e , 
b u t t h e e f f o r t t o e x p e l t h e p a g a n d e m o n s ; t h e e f f o r t t o c o n q u e r 
a n u n h o l y a n d i m p u r e p l a c e a n d make i t s a c r e d . A s H o r d e n a n d 
P u r c e l l p u t it : ' t h e " h a r d w a r e " o f l o c a l i t y a n d p h y s i c a l f o r m , 
i n c l u d i n g t e m p l e , c h u r c h o r t o m b , is i n p r a c t i c e i n f u s e d w i t h 
c h a n g i n g s t r u c t u r e s o f m e a n i n g b y r i t u a l a n d o b s e r v a n c e . ' 1 5 
R i t u a l s h a v e b e e n a n d s h o u l d r e m a i n a n i n t r i n s i c p a r t o f 
c o m p a r a t i v e s t u d i e s i n t h e M e d i t e r r a n e a n . T h e r e is a p l e t h o r a 
o f c o m p a r a t i v e s t u d i e s o n r i t u a l s t h a t n o t o n l y c o n t a i n t h e n a m e 
o f t h e M e d i t e r r a n e a n i n t h e i r t i t l e , b u t a l s o a d d r e s s t h e c o n v e r -
g e n c e s a n d d i v e r g e n c e s i n r i t u a l s i n t h e a n c i e n t M e d i t e r r a -
n e a n . 1 6 W i t h o u t c l a i m i n g t h e e x i s t e n c e o f a M e d i t e r r a n e a n 
15 CS 422. For a methodological approach see P. Pakkanen, 'The Relation-
ship between Continuity and Change in Dark Age Greek Religion: A Meth-
odological Study' , Opuscula Atheniensia 25—6 (2000-1), 71—88. 
16 T o give only a few examples from the last decade or so, a Conference in 
Rome was devoted to dedicatory practices in the ancient Mediterranean 
(G . Bartoloni, G . Colonna and C. Grotanelli (eds.), Atti del corwegno inter-
nazionale Anathema. Regime delle offene e vita dei santuari nel mediterraneo 
antico, Roma 15-18 Giugno 1989, in Scienze dell'antichitä 3-4 (1989-90) 
(1991)); ariöther Conference in L y o n had Mediterranean sacrificial rituals as 
its subject (R. Etienne and M . - T . L e Dinahet (eds.), L'Espace sacrificiel dans 
les civilisations mediterraneennes de l'antiquite: Actes du colloque tenu ä la 
Maison de l'Orient, Lyon, 4-7 juin 1988 (Paris 1991); R. E. DeMaris , has 
studied the cult of Demeter in Roman Corinth as a 'local development in a 
Mediterranean religion' ( 'Demeter in Roman Corinth: Local Development in 
a Mediterranean Religion', Numen 42 (1995) 105-17); D . J . Thompson ap-
proached Philadelphus' procession in Alexandria as an expression of 'dynastic 
power in a Mediterranean context' ('Philadelphus' Procession: Dynastic 
Power in a Mediterranean Context' , in L . Mooren (ed.), Politics, Adminis-
tration and Society in the Hellenistic and Roman World: Proceedings of the 
International Colloquium, Bertinoro 19-24 July 1997 (Louvain, 2000) 365-
88); and L . L iDonnic i has recently studied 'erotic spells for fever and com-
pulsion in the ancient Mediterranean world' ('Burning for it: Erotic Spells for 
Fever and Compulsion in the Ancient Mediterranean Wor ld ' , Greek, Roman, 
and Byzantine Studies 39 (1998), 63-98). See also B. Gladigow, 'Mediterrane 
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religion or of Mediterranean rituals, these scholars regard a 
comparat ive s tudy of rituals l imited to this area as a meaningful 
task. A n d there are good reasons for do ing so, at least in certain 
historical periods. T h e Mediterranean Sea has m o r e often been 
a facilitator o f communicat ion than a barrier, and c o m m u m -
cation contributes to the w i d e di f fusion not on ly of flora, fauna, 
and artefacts, but also of culture. A n d rituals are an important 
component of cultural traditions. Ritual transfer is, therefore, 
neither a rare nor a surprising phenomenoh . 1 7 T h e mechanisms 
of the transfer and the factors that cont r ibute—in certain 
per iods—convergences in ritual practices are mani fo ld and 
have so often been studied that a brief reference to the most 
c o m m o n forms w o u l d suffice: mass ive m o v e m e n t s of popu la -
t i o n — i n v a s i o n , migration, conquest , and of course coloniza-
tion, w i th the introduction of the rituals of the mother -c i ty to 
the c o l o n y — w e r e somet imes no m o r e influential than the settle-
ment of small groups of foreigners (especially merchants, gar-
risons, and exiles: for example , Ptolemaic mercenaries were as 
important for the di f fusion of the cult o f Egyp t i an deities, as the 
R o m a n a r m y for the di f fusion of m a n y Oriental cults).18 In 
addit ion to this, administrative measures of empires and even 
diplomatic contacts contr ibuted to the un i formi ty of ritual 
practices. O n e should also underscore the missionary activity 
o f indiv iduals or organized groups. F inal ly , w e should not 
forget the importance of canonical texts, either orally transmit-
ted or wri t ten, for ritual transfer for instance, the uni formity of 
magical rituals throughout the Mediterranean or the uni formity 
Religionsgeschichte, Römische Religionsgeschichte, Europäische Rehgions-
geschichte: Zur Genese einse Faktkonzeptes', in Kykeon: Studies in Honour of 
H. S. Versnel (Leiden, etc., 2002), 49-67. 
17 See, e.g. E . R. Gebhard, ' T h e G o d s in Transit: Narratives of Cult 
Transfer' , in A . Y . Collins and M . M . Mitchell (eds.), Antiquity and Human-
ity. Essays on Ancient Religion and Philosophy presented to D. Betz on his 70th 
Birthday (Tübingen, 2001), 451-76. 
18 M . Launey , Recherches sur les armees hellenistiques (reimpression avec 
addenda et mise ä jour en postface par Y . Garlan, Ph. Gauthier, Cl . Orrieux, 
Paris, 1987), 1026-31; A . Chaniotis, 'Foreign Soldiers—Native Girls? Con-
structing and Crossing Boundaries in Hellenistic Cities with Foreign Gar -
risons', in A . Chaniotis and P. Ducrey (eds.), Army and Power in the Ancient 
World (Stuttgart, 2002), 108-9. 
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of rituals of mys tery cults was to a great extent the result of the 
existence of ritual handbooks.1 9 
In what fol lows, I wi l l not discuss the mechanisms of ritual 
transfer and uni formity in the Mediterranean, but s imply ad -
dress some problems w e are confronted wi th w h e n w e attempt 
to make rituals a meaningful subject o f Mediterranean s t u d i e s — 
either diachronically or in particular periods. 
4 . T H E E L U S I V E N E S S O F R I T U A L S 
Rituals belong to the most elusive phenomena of ancient reli-
gious and social behaviour. A s wide ly established, stereotypical 
activities, fo l lowed consistently and (at least in theory) invari -
ably , they are rarely described and hardly ever explained b y 
those w h o per fo rm them; they are rather described b y those 
w h o observe t h e m and are astounded at the differences f rom the 
rituals o f their o w n culture, or they are described b y puzz led 
antiquarians. Whereas religious activity at a site can be estab-
lished b y var ious means (e.g. through the existence of a cult 
bui lding, ex -votos , or dedicatory inscriptions), w e often lack 
any knowledge o f the rituals involved; and the cult o f a divinity 
m a y be practised continually , even though the rituals of the 
worsh ip change. T o give a few examples, there was a decline 
in the offering of b lood sacrifice in the later part of the Imperial 
period, and instead a preference for the singing of h y m n s and 
the offering of l ibations.20 Ano ther change w e m a y observe 
19 For rrragical handbooks see F. Graf , Gottesnähe und Schadenzauber: Die 
Magie in der griechisch-römischen Antike (Munich, 1996) 10; M . W . Dickie, 
'The Learned Magician and the Collection and Transmission of Magical 
Lore ' , in D . R. Jordan, H . Montgomery, and E. Thomassen (eds.), The 
World of Ancient Magic: Papers from the First International Samson Eitrem 
Seminar at the Noruiegian Institute at Athens, 4-8 May 1997 (Bergen, 1999), 
163-93. A n impression of initiatory liturgical books is provided by the 
so-called 'Mithrasliturgie' in a papyrus in Paris (Papyri Graecae Magicae 4 
475-824); see R. Merkelbach, Abrasax III. Ausgewählte Papyri religiösen und 
magischen, Inhalts I I I (Opladen, 1992). 
20 S. Bradbury, 'Julian's Pagan Revival and the Decline of Blood Sacrifice', 
Phoenix 49 (1995), 331-56; see e.g. F. Sokolowski, Lois Sacrees de l'Asie 
Mineure (Paris, 1955), no. 28; A . Rehm, Didyma II. Die Inschriften, ed. 
R. Härder (Berlin, 1958), no. 217; R. Merkelbach and J. Stauber, 'Die Orakel 
des Apol lon von Klaros', Epigraphica Anatolica 27 (1996), 1-54, nos. 2 
(Pergamon), 4 (Hierapolis), and 11 (Sardes or Koloe). 
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thanks to inscriptions w i t h sacred regulations is a shift f r o m the 
preoccupat ion w i th the ritual pur i ty o f the b o d y to a preoccu-
pation w i th the puri ty o f the mind;2 1 the relevant evidence dates 
f r o m the fourth Century BC onwards and is w ide l y dif fused in 
the eastern Medi terranean (in Macedon ia and mainland 
Greece , in Crete and m a n y islands of the Aegean , and m a n y 
places in A s i a Minor ) . Both changes in rituals occurred in 
sanctuaries used wi thout any interruption and devoted to the 
same div ini ty . A l l this has been observed thanks to the rather 
unusual abundance of literary texts and above all of inscriptions 
(sacred regulations) in the respective periods. Such changes 
have a social parameter as well . Both aforementioned changes 
seem to have inf luenced on ly part o f the worshippers , the intel-
lectual elite and the persons that stood under its influence. 
Social and intellectual differentiations in the practice of rituals 
should be taken into consideration, but it is on ly in exceptional 
cases that our sources al low us to do so. 
A n o t h e r example of continual use of a sacred place connected 
w i th a disrupt ion of ritual practices is p rov ided b y the altar o f the 
Jerusa lem temple. It w a s used as an altar for b lood sacrifices 
throughout the Hellenistic period, w i th no interruption in its 
u s e — a wonder fu l case of continuity in rituals, one might have 
thought , if w e d id not have the literary evidence that in forms us 
that for a per iod of three years and six months dur ing the reign of 
An t iochus I V the altar w a s used for the sacrifice of swine;2 2 the 
change of just one component of the ritual o f b lood sacrifice (the 
species of the sacrificial animal) provocat ive ly demonstrated a 
disruption o f the ritual tradition. In this particular case w e 
happen to k n o w of this short - term interruption, in others w e 
d o not, and it has often been observed that continuity in use of 
the same space does not necessarily mean its identical use.23 It is 
21 A . Chaniotis, 'Reinheit des Körpers—Reinheit der Seele in den grie-
chischen Kultgesetzen', in J . Assmann and T h . Sundermeier (eds.), Schuld, 
Gewissen und Person (Gütersloh, 1997), 142-79. 
22 Joseph. Ant.Jud. 12.253. 
23 A . Chaniotis, in J. Schäfer (ed.), Amnisos nach den archäologischen, topo-
graphischen, historischen und epigraphischen Zeugnissen des Altertums und der 
Neuzeit (Berlin, 1992), 88-96; L . V . Watrous, The Cave Sanctuary of Zeus at 
Psychro. A Study of Extra-Urban Sanctuaries in Minoan and Early Iran Age 
Crete (Liege, 1996), esp. 106-11; CS 404-11. 
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often this elusiveness of rituals that makes scholars very p r u -
dently talk about continuity of cult, but not o f continuity of 
rituals. 
But except for interruptions and disruptions that escape our 
notice, somet imes there are elusive continuities. Rites of pas-
sage in particular, long abolished or neglected, have the ten-
dency to emerge in unexpected places and forms (very often as 
the background of literary narrat ives—an important subject 
that cannot be addressed here).24 T h e activities o f the Athen ian 
ephebes in the Hellenistic period, after the artificial revival o f 
the ephebic institutions but wi thout the institutionalized Per-
formance of initiatory rituals, present an interesting case. A n 
honori f ic decree of 123 BC describes these activities, w h i c h 
inc luded participation in festivals, processions, and athletic 
competit ions, attendance at philosophical schools, military 
exercises, visits to important historical monuments and sanctu-
aries, and acquaintance w i th the borders of Athenian territory; 
these activities are more or less standardized, since w e f ind 
references to them in similar decrees. It is in this passage that 
w e f ind the fo l lowing report:25 
and they made an excursion to the border of Attic territory carrying 
their weapons, acquiring knowledge of the territory and the roads 
[lacuna] and they visited the sanctuaries in the countryside, offering 
sacrifices on behalf of the people. When they arrived at the grave at 
Marathon, they offered a wreath and a sacrifice to those who died in 
war for freedom; they also came to the sanctuary of Amphiaraus. And 
there they demonstrated the legitimate possession of the sanctuary 
which had been occupied by the ancestors in old times. And after they 
had offered a sacrifice, they returned on the same day to our own 
territory. 
W h a t at first sight seems a harmless excursion, acquires another 
d imens ion w h e n w e take into consideration the fact that in this 
per iod the sanctuary of Amph ia raus was not part of the A t h e n -
ian territory, but belonged to the city of Oropos . T h e Athenians 
had lost this territory less than a generation earlier (this was the 
occasion of the famous embassy of the Athenian philosophers to 
24 Cf . J . M a , 'Black Hunter Variations', Proceedings of the Cambridge Philo-
logical Society 40 (1994), 49-80. 
25 IG I I 2 1006 lines 65-71. 
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R o m e ) . T h e A then ian ephebes marched under arms into for -
eign territory, reminding their audience w i th Speeches that the 
Athen ians w e r e the legitimate owners of the sanctuary, and then 
w i t h d r e w beh ind the Athen ian border . T h i s looks very m u c h 
like the survival o f an initiatory ritual: Separation f rom urban 
life, l iminality through visit of the borders of the territory, 
exp'osure to a danger and achievement of an important deed, 
and re integrat ion—return to A thens and acceptance into the 
Citizen b o d y . 
5. A R T I F I C I A L R E V I V A L S 
A second p r o b l e m invo lved in the study of continuities in 
rituals (but also in the s tudy of religious continuities in general) 
is the fact that what at first sight seems a survival m a y wel l be an 
artificial revival . S o m e t ime in the fifth Century AD, a pagan 
priest in Megara , one Hel ladios , set up an inscription on the 
m o n u m e n t of the dead of the Persian W a r s , restoring S i m o m -
des' ep igram (written almost one mi l l enn ium earlier) and 
adding the remark that 'the city offered sacrifices up to this 
day ' . 2 6 It w o u l d be a big mistake to take this Statement as proo f 
that this ritual had been continually per formed in Megara for 
ten centuries. A long t ime after the prohibi t ion of pagan sacri-
fices, Hel ladios provocat ive ly defies the laws of the Christ ian 
e m p e r o r s — a p h e n o m e n o n to w h i c h I wi l l return later. Here , w e 
are more p robab l y dealing w i th a revival rather than a survival . 
T h i s is m o r e clear in m y second example , a Mi les ian decree of 
the mid- f i rs t Century concerning a banquet w h i c h should be 
offered b y the prophetes (the priest of A p o l l o D i d y m e u s ) at 
D i d y m a to the kosmoi (probably a board of sacred officials 
responsible for some k ind of decoration in the sanctuary) and 
b y the stephanephoros to the molpoi, the o ld , respected priestly 
board of singers.2 7 T h i s decree was brought to the assembly by 
T i b e r i u s C laud ius D a m a s , a w e l l - k n o w n Citizen of Mi letus . 
26 IG V I I 53. 
27 P. Herrmann, Inschriften von Milet, Part 1 (Berlin, 1997), no.134 (with 
the earlier bibliography); F. Sokolowski, Lots sacrees de l'Asie Mineure (Paris, 
1955), no. 53. For a detailed discussion of the religious context of Damas' 
initiative and further examples see A . Chaniotis, 'Negotiating Religion in the 
Cities of the Eastern Roman Provinces', Kernos 16 (2003), 177-90. 
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T h a n k s to numerous inscriptions and coins w e k n o w a few 
things about his personality. H e held the office of the prophetes 
for at least t w o terms and he initiated a coinage w i th representa-
tions of A p o l l o D i d y m e u s and Ar temis Pythie.2 8 W e are dealing 
w i th an indiv idual wi th a particular interest in the old, revered, 
but also often destroyed and neglected sanctuary at D i d y m a . 
T h e actual subject of the decree is presented in fewer than six 
lines: T h e acting prophetes and the stephanephoros are obl iged 
'to organize the banquet of the kosmoi and the molpoi according 
to ancestral custom and in accordance wi th the laws and the 
decrees wh ich have been previously issued.' Surpris ingly 
enough, this short text is fo l lowed by twenty - four lines, devoted 
to measures preventing future violations of this decree and the 
punishment of wrongdoers . T h e responsible magistrates were 
not a l lowed to Substitute this celebration with a m o n e y contri-
but ion . 2 9 A n y future decree wh ich did not conform to this 
decree should be invalid; its initiator w o u l d have to pay a fine, 
in addit ion to the div ine punishment wh ich awaits the impious; 
and the ritual w o u l d have to be performed, nonetheless. T h i s 
decree is declared to be 'a decree pertaining to piety towards the 
gods and the Augus t i and to the preservation of the city' . D a m a s 
w a s obv ious ly afraid that his decree w o u l d be as persistently 
ignored b y future magistrates as all those earlier laws on the 
same matter w h i c h he quotes. H i s concern must have been 
justi f ied. D a m a s himself served as a prophetes, voluntari ly; in 
the text w h i c h records his first term in this office D a m a s under -
scores the fact that 'he per formed everything w h i c h his prede-
cessors used to per form' . Such Statements in honorif ic 
inscriptions indicate that some magistrates were less diligent 
in the ful f i lment of their duties. D a m a s served a second term 
later, after a year of vacancy in this office;30 not a Single 
28 L . Robert, Monnaies grecques. Types, legendes, Magistrats monetaires et 
geographie (Geneva and Paris, 1967), 50. 
29 Tha t this occasionally happened, following the demand of the Commu-
nity, is demonstrated by a new inscription from Dag'mara/Karaköy ( T e m p -
sianoi?): a priest acceded to the request of the city and provided the money he 
was supposed to spend for banquets for the construction of an aqueduct (c.AD 
180-92). See H. Malay, Researches in Lydia, Mysia and Aiohs (TAM, Ergan-
Eungsband 23) (Vienna, 1999), 115 no. 127. 
30 Rehm, Didyma, no. 268. 
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Miles ian had been Willing to serve as a prophetes—not an u n -
usual Situation at D i d y m a . 
N u m e r o u s inscriptions document a general unwil l ingness 
amongst the Citizens to serve as prophetai and an even greater 
unwi l l ingness to per fo rm all the traditional rituäls. In the long 
series of m o r e than one hundred inscriptions that record the 
names of the prophetai m a n y texts in form us t ime and again of 
the difficulties in f inding candidates. O n e of the prophetai, 
Claud ius Ch ion is , explicit ly states that he served both as archi-
prytanis and as prophetes in a year in w h i c h 'no Citizen was 
Willing to accept either office'.31 W e get some information 
about D a m a s ' second term as a prophetes f r o m the above in-
scription f r o m D i d y m a . It reports that D a m a s served vo luntar -
ily a second term as a prophetes, at the age of 81, and that 
'he rev ived the ancestral customs' and celebrated the banquet 
in the sanctuary at D i d y m a twelve days long. Similar references 
to the rites per fo rmed b y the prophetes appear occasionally in the 
inscriptions of the prophetai. T h e explicit certification that 
the particular priest had fulfilled his duties indicate that this 
w a s not a lways the case. A n d some officials seem to have done 
m o r e than their predecessors. A n a n o n y m o u s prophetes, for 
example , p r o v i d e d the funds for a banquet for all the Citizens 
for 13 days; he distr ibuted m o n e y to w o m e n and virgins in a 
festival; he of fered a d inner for the boys w h o officiated in 
a celebration; and he distributed m o n e y to the members of the 
Council on A p o l l o ' s b ir thday . 3 2 
T h e s e sporadic references to revivals seem to m e to reflect 
failures rather than success. T h i s evidence (and there is m u c h 
m o r e f r o m other cities) show us h o w an indiv idual wi th a v i v i d 
interest in ancestral customs rev ived rituals long forgotten and 
neglected. T h e fact that inscriptions w h i c h refer to these initia-
tives surv ive does not permit the conclusion that the success of 
these initiatives was lasting. D a m a s ' decree offers an interesting 
example of a revival w h i c h was apparently accepted b y the 
people , but w h o s e success was ephemeral . F r o m his o w n 
31 Ibid. no. 272. Similar problems are alluded to in nos. 214 B, 215, 236 B 
I I I , 241, 243, 244, 252, 269, 270, 277, 278, 279 A , 286, 288, and 289. 
32 Ibid. no. 297. T w o other prophetai claim that they had revived ancient 
customs, but their inscriptions are too fragmentary to allow us to see what 
exactly the object of the revival had been: nos. 289 and 303. 
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inscriptions w e k n o w that at least he fo l lowed the custom, but 
otherwise there are only sporadic references to this celebration. 
W h e n the driv ing force of a revival was an individual , not the 
Communi ty , the revival often died w i th its initiator, exactly as 
certain festivals or cults d id not surv ive the death of their 
founders. I have discussed this case in such detail, because it 
seems to m e a ve r y characteristic example of h o w misleading it 
m a y be to try to draw conclusions about the continual Per form-
ance of rituals f r o m isolated pieces of evidence. T h i s example 
also demonstrates the role of individual personalities and idio-
syncrasies for the Performance of rituals, a subject to w h i c h I 
return later. Needless to say artificial revivals sometimes are 
accompanied w i th changes in meaning. T h e initiatory ritual o f 
the flagellation in the sanctuary of Ar temis Orthia in Sparta 
( k n o w n also f r o m Crete) was revived as a touristic attraction in 
the imperial period.3 3 
6. M I S L E A D I N G A N A L O G I E S : T H E D A I D A L A OF 
P L A T A I A A N D I T S M O D E R N E X E G E T E S 
A third p r o b l e m is that sometimes similarities in isolated e lem-
ents of rituals attested in distant parts o f the Mediterranean are 
regarded as proof of the identity of these rituals, or of an analogy 
between them. L e t us take, for example , the carrying of the 
w o o d e n image in a procession, the central ritual of the festival of 
the Daidala .3 4 T h e aetiological m y t h is narrated b y Plutarch 
and Pausanias:35 once Hera had quarrelled wi th Zeus and was 
hiding. A la lkomenes advised Zeus to deceive Hera , b y acting as 
if he were going to marry another w o m a n . W i t h Ala lkomenes ' 
help, Zeus secretly cut d o w n a big and very beautiful oak-tree, 
gave it the shape of a w o m a n , decorated it as a bride, and called 
it Daidale . T h e n they sang the wedd ing song for her, the 
n y m p h s of the river T r i t o n gave her the nuptial bath, and 
Boiotia p rov ided for flautists and revellers. W h e n all this was 
33 Plu. Mor. 239d. 
34 For a more detailed discussion see A . Chaniotis, 'Ritual Dynamics: T h e 
Boiotian festival of the Daidala', in Kykeon: Studies in Honour ofH. S. Versnel 
(Leiden, 2002), 23-48 (with the earlier bibliography). 
35 Plutarch, FGrH 388 F 1 (peri ton en Plataiais Daidalon); Pausanias 9.2.7-
9.3.3. 
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almost completed , H e r a lost her patience. She came d o w n f r o m 
M t . K i tha i ron , fo l lowed b y the w o m e n of Plataia, and ran füll of 
anger and jealousy to Zeus . But w h e n she realized that the 
'bride ' was a doli , she reconciled herseif w i t h Zeus w i th j o y 
and laughter and took the role of the br idesmaid. She honoured 
this w o o d e n image and named the festival Daidala . N o n e t h e -
less, she burned the image, although it was not alive, because of 
her jealousy. Pausanias gives us the most detailed description of 
the ritual: 
In this way they celebrate the festival. Not far from Alalkomenai is a 
grove of oaks. Here the trunks of the oaks are the largest in Boeotia. 
T o this grove come the Plataians, and lay out portions of boiled flesh. 
T h e y keep a strict watch on the crows which flock to them, but they 
are not troubled at all about the other birds. They mark carefully the 
tree on which a crow settles with the meat he has seized. They cut 
down the trunk of the tree on which the crow has settled, and make of 
it the daidalon; for this is the name that they give to the wooden image 
also. This festival the Plataians celebrate by themselves, calling it the 
Little Daidala, but the Great Daidala, which is celebrated with them 
by the Boeotians, is a festival held at intervals of fifty-nine years, for 
that is the period during which, they say, the festival could not be 
held, as the Plataians were in exile. There are fourteen wooden images 
ready, having been provided each year at the Little Daidala. Lots are 
cast for them by the Plataians, Koronaians, Thespians, Thangraians, 
Chaironeis, Orchomenians, Lebadeis, and Thebans. For at the time 
when Kassandros, the son of Antipater, rebuilt Thebes, the Thebans 
wished to be reconciled with the Plataians, to share in the common 
assembly, and to send a sacrifice to the Daidala. T h e towns of less 
account pool their funds for images. Bringing the image to the Aso-
pos, and setting it upon a wagon, they place a bridesmaid also on 
the wagon. They again cast lots for the position they are to hold in the 
procession. After this they drive the wagons from the river to the 
summit of Kithairon. On the peak of the mountain an altar has been 
prepared, which they make in the following way. They fit together 
quadrangular pieces of wood, putting them together just as if they 
were making a stone building, and having raised it to a height they 
place brushwood upon the altar. The cities with their magistrates 
sacrifice a cow to Hera and a bull to Zeus, burning on the altar the 
victims, füll of wine and incense, along with the daidala. Rieh people, 
as individuals sacrifice what they wish; but the less wealthy sacrifice 
the smaller cattle; all the victims alike are burned. T h e fire seizes the 
altar and the victims as well, and consumes them all together. I know 
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of no blaze that is so high, or seen so far as this (trans. W . H. S. Jones, 
modified). 
F r o m Frazer 's t imes onwards the Daidala of Boeotia have fas-
cinated scholars s tudying the relation between m y t h and ritual. 
A m o n g s t the m a n y studies on the Daidala the most influential 
approach recognizes the heterogeneity of the details described 
b y Pausanias, but focuses on the construction and burning of 
the w o o d e n image or images, investing this ritual wi th a variety 
of meanings w h i c h ränge f rom the idea of an annual fire ex -
pressing the rejuvenation of nature to the appeasement of a 
mighty chthonic goddess. T h i s approach associates the Daidala 
w i th the spring and m i d - s u m m e r bonfire festivals of modern 
E u r o p e (of the M a y p o l e or Johannesfeuer-type) , at wh ich a 
w o o d e n image is brought to the settlement and burned. 
A c c o r d i n g to Frazer 's interpretation, the Daidala represent 
the marriage of powers of Vegetation; Hera 's retirement is a 
mythical expression for a bad season and the failure of 
crops.3 6 M . P. Ni lsson speculated that the image wh ich was 
burned represented a d e m o n of Vegetation that had to go 
through fire in order to secure the warmth of the sun for 
everyth ing that lives and grows. Since this fire ritual had the 
purpose of p romot ing fertility, it was understood as a wedding; 
H e r a w a s associated w i th this festival at a late stage, as the 
goddess of marriage; the discrepancies in the myths and the 
rituals reflect the late conflation of t w o separate festivals, a fire 
festival and a festival of Hera . 3 7 
T h e prominent posit ion of a holocaust offering at two festi-
vals o f Ar temis , the Laphr ia and the Elaphebolia, led A . 
Schachter to the assumption that the burning of the images at 
the Daida la w a s also originally dedicated to Ar temis and at 
some later point connected w i th the cult of Hera . 3 8 Needless 
to say , the similarity between the Daidala on the one hand 
and the Laphr i a and the Elaphebolia on the other is rather 
36 J . G . Frazer, The Golden Bough: A Study in Magic and Religion. Part I: 
The Magic Art and the Evolution of Kings, 3rd edn. (London, 1913), ii. 140-1. 
37 M . P. Nilsson, Griechische Feste von religiöser Bedeutung mit Ausschluss 
der attischen (Lund , 1906), 54-5; Geschichte der griechischen Religion, 3rd edn. 
(Munich, 1967), i. 130-1, 431. 
38 A . Schachter, Cults of Boiotia (London, 1981), i. 247. 
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superficial; the burn ing of slaughtered sacrificial v ict ims at the 
Da ida la cannot be compared w i th the throwing of l iving 
animals on the py re at the Laphr ia . In addit ion to this, I can 
see no ev idence for the assumption that in the holocausts o f the 
L a p h r i a and the Elaphebol ia A r t e m i s was conceived as the 
patroness of chi ldbirth; and of course there is no evidence for 
the sacrificial burn ing of w o o d e n images in these festivals of 
A r temis . 
F ina l l y , W . Burkert has attributed the Daida la to a category 
of m y t h s and rituals the c o m m o n theme of w h i c h is the depart -
ure and return of a goddess of fe r t i l i t y—wel l k n o w n f rom 
Oriental iconography and myth . 3 9 Burkert recognized an an-
cient G r e e k parallel in a representation on a pithos of the ninth 
Century BC f o u n d at Knossos . A w i n g e d goddess , richly dressed 
and w i th a h igh polos, Stands on a chariot. She is represented in 
t w o different w a y s in t w o panels on the t w o opposi te sides of the 
pithos. In the one panel the goddess raises her hands on w h i c h 
t w o birds are seated. O n the other panel the goddess has 
d r o p p e d her arms, her wings are lowered , the birds fly away . 
T h e trees in the first representation b lossom, the trees on the 
other side d o not. A c c o r d i n g to Burkert 's plausible interpret-
ation, the t w o panels are connected w i th a festival o f the Coming 
and the departure of the great goddess of fertility; the chariot 
implies that an image of the goddess was brought into the city. 
T h e r e are indeed obv ious analogies to the m y t h s and the ritual 
o f the Daidala : the departure of an (angry) goddess and her 
return, the carry ing of an image on a chariot. But there are 
also obv ious differences: the representation f r o m Knossos is 
the image of a goddess; the w o o d e n daidala were not; the 
daidala were burned ; and there is n o indication that the image 
on the Knoss ian pithos is that of a bride. 
A n o t h e r parallel w a s recognized b y Burkert in the report 
o f F i rmicus Mate rnus concerning a festival o f Persephone.4 0 
A tree was cut and was used for the construction of the image of 
39 W . Burkert, 'Katagögia-Anagögia and the Goddess of Knossos' , in R. 
Hägg, N . Marinatos, and G . Nordquist (eds.), Early Greek Cult Practice. 
Proceedings of the Fifth International Symposium at the Swedish Institute at 
Athens, 26-29 June 1986 (Stockholm, 1988), 81-7. 
40 Err. prof. rel. 27.2. 
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a maiden , w h i c h was then brought to the city; there, it was 
m o u r n e d for forty days; on the evening of the fortieth day , the 
image w a s burned. T h i s ritual is supposed to reflect the annual 
cycle of nature. T h e j o y at the Coming of the goddess was 
fo l lowed b y the sadness at her departure in the fall. Aga in , the 
differences f rom the Daidala are no less striking than the s imi-
larities. Persephone's periodical death finds no analogy in any 
k n o w n cult of Hera ; the w o o d e n daidala were not brought to the 
city, they were not mourned , and they were not supposed to 
represent the periodical death of a virgin. Ael ian and Athenaeus 
have reports of a similar festival at E r y x in Sicily, this t ime for 
A p h r o d i t e — t h e festival Anagogia . It o w e d its name to the de -
parture of Aphrod i te , w h o was thought to leave for Afr ica , 
fo l lowed b y birds (pigeons). N i n e days later a very beautiful 
pigeon was seen coming f r o m the south, and its coming was 
celebrated as the festival Katagogia. W e observe, however , that 
in this festival there is no image, no marriage, no pyre. Burkert 
suggested associating this group of festivals w i th mankind 's 
pr imordia l fears: threatened b y drought , bad harvests, infertil-
ity, and bad weather, people f r o m time to t ime leave the area of 
agricultural activity and return to the forest, where they used to 
f ind food at the stage of hunters and gatherers. T h e burning of 
an image m a y be a survival of the great pyres on peak sanctuar-
ies in M i n o a n Crete . 
M o d e r n research has not on ly isolated these t w o important 
components of the Daidala , the sacred marriage and the fire 
ritual; it has also pointed out that the burning of the Daidala can 
be conce ived of as a sacrifice, and this is a very important 
d e m e n t w h i c h is difficult to reconcile w i th the other t w o ap-
proaches. K . M e u l i has assigned the sacrifice of the Daidala to 
the category of the 'chthonische Vernichtungsopfer ' , sacrifices 
offered to chthonic deities whose dangerous power should be 
appeased;41 the m y t h about the quarrel between Hera and Zeus 
and the goddess ' w i thdrawal can be associated w i th this inter-
pretation, wh ich , however , fails to explain other components of 
the ritual in the Imperial per iod (especially the allusions to a 
wedding) . T h e fact that the daidala cannot be conceived as 
41 K . Meuli , 'Griechische Opferbräuche', in Phyllobolia für Peter von 
Mühll zum 60. Geburtstag am 1. August 1945 (Basel, 1946), 209-10. 
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div ine images led E . L o u c a s - D u r i e to the assumption that their 
burn ing was the Substitute for a h u m a n sacrifice, wh ich m a y 
have constituted a central part of the ritual in its early phase.4 2 
I have dealt w i th the Daidala at some l e n g t h — w i t h o u t m e n -
t ioning all the interpretations offered so fa r—because it offers a 
characteristic example of the prob lems w e face w i th similarities 
and analogies between rituals, especially w h e n our sources come 
f r o m a period in w h i c h the Performance of the ritual is the result 
o f amalgamations and syncopations. 
7 . R I T U A L S A N D T H E P H Y S I C A L E N V I R O N M E N T 
A fourth obstacle in the w a y of s tudy ing rituals in a Medi terra -
nean context is the fact that rituals present an aspect of worsh ip 
that seems to be least related to geography , physical env i ron-
ment and landscape. O n e m a y raise one's hands in prayer , kneel 
before a cult statue, kiss an object o f worsh ip , pour a l iquid 
dur ing an oath ceremony , or take a ritual bath near the banks of 
the Ni le or in the rocky landscape o f K a p p a d o k i a — o r virtually 
anywhere eise. N o geographical factors seem to be directly in 
Operation when people pe r fo rm rites of passage according to the 
threefold structure established by van G e n n e p and modi f ied by 
T u r n e r and others, whether they are in ancient Greece , m e d i -
eval India, or a contemporary Student fraternity. 
T h i s position w h i c h dissociates rituals f r o m geographical 
factors and landscapes is related to a w idespread attitude in the 
study of rituals that reappears in different forms f rom Frazer 's 
Golden Bough to Burkert 's Creation of the Sacred: rituals are 
primeval , they are not invented but t ransmit ted—ei ther through 
natural processes of acculturation or even b io log ica l l y—and 
adapted to new cultural env ironments . A c c o r d i n g to this v i ew , 
rituals observed in var ious cultures should be regarded as muta -
tions or variants of archetypal forms. 
It should not therefore be a surprise that the s tudy of rituals 
in modern scholarship has pr imari ly been a s tudy of origins. 
E v e n when we have detailed descriptions of rituals f r o m the 
Imperial period, such as the description of the Daida la in 
42 E. Loucas-Durie, 'Simulacrehumain et offrande rituelle', Kernos 1 (1988), 
151-62. 
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Boeotia, the question asked is not what the function of the ritual 
was in the per iod f rom wh ich the eye-witness reports come, but 
h o w w e can reconstruct the ritual's original f o rm and meaning. 
T h i s is not the place to discuss the ethological background of 
rituals43 or h o w meaningful the discussion of origins m a y be. 
Nonetheless , g iven the Mediterranean context o f this vo lume , it 
is not inappropriate to emphasize the importance of physical 
env ironment , not for the origin of rituals perhaps, but certainly 
for their evolut ion and diffusion. Aga in , H o r d e n and Purcell 
have presented a strong case for a distinctively Mediterranean 
sense of place and have s h o w n that place can be a useful instru-
ment o f analysis.44 T h e most important feature of the Medi ter -
ranean, in this respect, is the fragmented topography, a factor 
that contributes to divergences and divisions between cultural 
Systems, but has in m a n y periods also challenged Medi terra -
nean populat ions to overcome this fragmentation. T h e chal-
lenge has m a d e the Mediterranean a zone of 'lateral 
transmission of ideas and practices', including the transmission 
of rituals.45 T h e significance of the physical env ironment as the 
setting in w h i c h rituals are per formed can sometimes, unex -
pectedly , be observed w h e n an attempt is made to reproduce the 
physical env i ronment of a particular ritual in a n e w env iron-
ment , the transmission not only of the environment , but also of 
its original setting. T h e best k n o w n example is the reproduction 
of Ni lot ic landscapes in sanctuaries of the Egypt ian deities 
outside Egyp t ; 4 6 similar phenomena are the construction of 
artificial caves for the celebration of the Mithraic mysteries or 
for D ionys i ac celebrations (compare the construction of caves in 
modern India to reproduce the cave of St M a r y at Lourdes) . 
One can include here the construction of pools for the worship 
of the n y m p h s , 4 7 and perhaps even peak sanctuaries on eleva-
43 W . Burkert, Creation oj the Sacred: Tracks of Biology in Early Religions 
(Cambridge, Mass. and London, 1996); id., 'Fitness oder Opium? Die Fra-
gestellung der Soziologie im Bereich alter Religionen', in F. Stolz (ed.), Homo 
naturaliter religiosus. Gehört Religion notwendig zum Mensch-Sein? (Bern, 
1997), 13-38. 
44 CS 401-60. 45 CS 404, 407-8. 
46 e.g. R. Saldit -Trappmann, Tempel der ägyptischen Götter in Griechenland 
und an der Westküste Kleinasiens (Leiden, 1970), 1-25. 
47 C f . CS 431. Bakchic caves: Athen. 4.148bc. Cf. the term androphylakes 
('the guardians of the cave') in an inscription of a Dionysiac associatton in 
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tions that d o not deserve the designation mounta in , but present 
' imaginary mounta ins ' . 4 8 T h e Samaritans on De los were so 
b o u n d to the ho ly place of their homeland that they designated 
their association as 'those w h o sacrifice in the ho ly sacred M t . 
Argar ize in ' (aparchomenoi eis hieron hagion Argarizein).49 
Final ly , even if it w o u l d be futile to look for rituals originating 
in the Mediterranean or practised only in the Mediterranean, 
one can observe certain preferences that to some extent are 
favoured b y the physical env i ronment , för example the p r o m -
inent part p layed b y processions or the widespread custom of 
setting u p tents, attested in a variety of contexts, f r o m the 
H e b r e w succah to the G r e e k T h e s m o p h o r i a and f rom the P to -
lemaia of A lexandr ia to the skanopageia o f K o s . 5 0 
8. T H E R O L E OF R E L I G I O U S I D I O S Y N C R A S I E S 
A factor of enormous importance for the evolut ion of r i tua l s— 
no matter whether w e are dealing w i th revival or transmission, 
amalgamation or syncopation, aesthetic or ideological trans-
f o r m a t i o n — i s the part p layed b y individuals , their id iosyn -
crasy, personal p iety , social posit ion, education, or even 
political agenda. I have already referred to t w o m e n (unfortu-
nately our sources most l y refer to m e n ) whose role was essential 
for the revival o f rituals: the priest Hel ladios in Megara and the 
prophetes D a m a s in Mi letus . W e often hear of persons w h o on 
their o w n initiative introduced cult and rituals f r o m one place at 
another, for instance the T e l e m a c h o s w h o introduced the cult of 
Ask lep ios in A t h e n s or Demetr ios w h o founded a sanctuary of 
the Egypt ian deities at Delos . 5 1 Somet imes w e hear of persons 
Rome (G . Ricciardelli, 'Mito e Performance nelle associazioni dionisiache', in 
M . Tortorelli Ghedini , A . Storchi Marino, and A . Visconti (eds.), Tra Orfeo e 
Pitagora. Origini e incontri di culture nell'antichitä. Atti dei seminari napoletani 
1996-1998 (Naples, 2000), 274). 
48 For 'imaginary mountains' see R. Buxton, Imaginary Greece: The Con-
texts ofMythology (Cambridge, 1994), 81-96. 
R. Goggins, 'Jewish Local Patriotism: T h e Samaritan Problem', in S. 
Jones and S. Pearce (eds.), Jewish Local Patriotism and Self-Identification in 
the Graeco-Roman Period (Sheffield, 1998), 7S-7. 
Thesmophoria: H . S. Versnel, Inconsistencies in Greek and Roman Reli-
gion (Leiden, 1993), ii. 236 n. 25. 
51 H . Engelmann, The Delian Aretalogy of Sarapis (Leiden, 1975). 
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w h o rev ived a neglected ritual, for example D a m a s w h o rev ived 
the ritual banquet at D i d y m a , S y m m a c h o s of Ly t tos w h o 
rev ived the distribution of m o n e y to tribal subdivisions in his 
Cretan city on the occasion of the festivals Welchania and 
Theodais ia , 5 2 or Mnasistratos in Andan ia w h o gave the sacred 
books of the mysteries to the city, thus contributing to a re-
organization of this cult.53 
L e t us take one of the most interesting cases of ritual transfer, 
the mysteries of the rural sanctuary at Panöias in northern 
Portugal .5 4 A lex sacra in forms us that the Senator C . Ca lpur -
nius Ruf inus founded a mys tery cult dedicated to Hyps is tos 
Sarapis, to deities of the underwor ld (Diis Severis), and the 
local gods of the Lapiteae. T h e texts mention a temple (tem-
plum, aedes) and various cult facilities constructed on the nat-
ural rock (quadrata, aeternus lacus, a gastra); their function is 
explained in several texts: hostiae quae cadunt hic immolantur. 
Extra intra quadrata contra cremantur. Sanguis laciculis super-
funditur (1), in quo hostiae voto cremantur (3), lacum, qui voto 
miscetur (5). F r o m these instructions given to the initiates 
A l f ö l d y reconstructs the ritual, wh ich included the preparation 
of sacrificial animals, the offering of their b lood to the gods of 
the underwor ld , the burning of their intestines, a banquet, and 
purification. T h e mystery cult was probably introduced f rom 
Perge (cf. the D o r i a n f o r m mystaria, for mysteria), Ruf inus ' 
place of origin. I f w e only had the dedicatory formula (Ruf inus 
dedicated to Hyps i s tos Sarapis), w e wou ld naturally have 
assumed that Ruf inus ' activity was similar to that of T e l e m a -
chos in A thens or Demetr ios in Delos . T h e detailed description 
of the rituals shows that under the guise of mysteries of Sarapis 
we have an amalgamation of different ritual traditions. Ruf inus 
is not an isolated case. T h e cult foundation of A lexander , the 
52 /. Cret. 1. xviii 11 (2nd/3rd Century). 
53 F . Sokolowski, Lois sacrees des cites grecques (Paris, 1969), no. 65. For the 
cult see most recently L. Piolot, 'Pausanias et les Mysteres d'Andanie: Histoire 
d'une aporie', in J . Renard (ed.), he Peloponnese. Archäologie et Histoire. Actes 
de la rencontre internationale de Lorient, 12-15 mai 1998 (Rennes, 1999), 195-
228 (with earlier bibliography). 
54 G . Al földy, 'Inscriciones, sacrificios y misterios: El santuario rupestre de 
Panöias/Portugal', Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts— 
Abteilung Madrid 36 (1995), 252-8: id., 'Die Mysterien von Panöias (Vila 
Real, Portugal)', ibid. 38 (1997), 176-246. 
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false prophet , at Abonoute ichos is v e r y similar, including the 
adaptation of heterogeneous elements f r o m the cult of A s c l e -
pius, different oracular practices, Neopythagorean observances 
and doctrines, and the mysteries of Eleusis.5 5 A n d a certain 
D ionys io s w h o founded a mys tery cult and a cult association 
at P h i l a d e l p h i a composed a sacred regulation w i th strict moral 
and ritual observances not model led according to a particular 
mys te ry cult, but inf luenced b y m a n y different traditions.5 6 It is 
certainly not necessary to underl ine h o w difficult it is to grasp 
the personal religiosity o f the indiv iduals that introduced or 
rev ived rituals, not to ment ion the case of persons w h o per -
f o r m e d rituals. H o w can w e ever k n o w h o w an Epicurean phi l -
osopher thought and feit w h e n he served as a priest responsible 
for the traditional rituals scorned b y his fe l low phi losophers?5 7 
9. T H E M A N I F O L D C H A R A C T E R OF R I T U A L T R A N S F E R 
Ritual transfer means not only the transmission of rituals f r o m 
one place to another, it implies a far more complex process: 
the transfer o f a ritual f r o m a particular context to ano ther—to 
55 See tnost recently U . Victor, Lukian von Samosata, Alexander oder Der 
Lügenprophet (Leiden, etc., 1997); G . Sfameni Gasparro, 'Alessandro di A b o -
nutico, lo "pseudo-profeta' o v v e r o Come construirsi un'identitä religiosa I', 
Studi e Materiali di Storia delle Religioni 62 (1996) (1998), 565-90; ead., 
'Alessandro di Abonutico, lo "pseudo-profeta" ovvero come costruirsi 
un'identitä religiosa II ' , in C . Bonnet and A . Motte (eds.), Les syncretismes 
religieux dans le monde mediterraneen antique. Actes du colloque international 
en l'honneur de Franz Cumont (Brüssels and Rome, 1999), 275-305; A . Cha-
niotis, 'Old W i n e in a N e w Skin: Tradition and Innovation in the Cult 
Foundation of Alexander of Abonouteichos' , in E. Dabrowa (ed.), Tradition 
and Innovation in the Ancient World (Krakow, 2002), 67-85. For the influence 
of magical rituals on Alexander of Abonouteichos, see A . Mastrocinque, 
'Alessandro di Abonouteichos e la magia', in Imago Antiquitatis. Religions et 
iconographie du monde romain: Melanges offerts ä Robert Turcan (Paris, 1999), 
341-52. 
56 S. C. Barton and G . H . R. Horsley, 'A Hellenistic Cult G r o u p and 
the N e w Testament Church' , Jahrbuch für Antike und Christentum 24 
(1981), 7-41. 
57 Rehm, Didyma, no. 285. For personal religiosity see F. Graf , 'Bemer-
kungen zur bürgerlichen Religiosität im Zeitalter des Hellenismus', in 
M . Wörrle and P. Zanker (eds.), Stadtbild und Bürgerbild im Hellenismus 
(Munich, 1995), 103-14. 
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a n e w social context, a n e w cultic context, a n e w ideo-
logical context. M y last examples a im at demonstrating this 
complex i ty . 
T h e first concerns the transfer of sacrificial rituals f rom 
the cult of the gods to the cult of the dead, the ruler cult, 
and the appeal to superhuman powers in magic. In all these 
cases the transfer is accompanied either b y reversals or b y 
syncopations. In the case of magic, for instance, the sacrifice 
takes place in the dark and involves the killing of unusual 
animals in unusual ways . 5 8 Ana logous reversals can be observed 
in the enagismoi o f funerary cult; in the ruler cult, the d e m e n t of 
prayer, integral part of the sacrifice, hardly plays any role.59 
M y second example concerns the transfer of a ritual into a 
new ideological context. L e t us take again the ritual of b lood 
sacrifice. Un t i l the late fourth Century AD it was a w ide ly 
attested and accepted practice. It was per formed in private 
and in the Communi ty ; it d id not have a liminal position. O f 
course things changed after the year 391, when sacrifices were 
forbidden. T h e sporadic Performance of sacrifices, attested b y 
several inscriptions after this prohibit ion (e.g. the inscription of 
the priest Hel ladios in Megara) , acquires a different meaning in 
the n e w historical context. It is not just the Performance of a 
custom, but the demonstrat ive defiance of Christian legislation 
and observance of ancient customs in a period of religious 
intolerance.60 But even before the prohibit ion, w e k n o w f rom 
58 Gra f , Gottesnähe, 203-4. Cf . now S. I. Johnston, 'Sacrifice in the Greek 
Magical Papyri' , in P. Mirecki and M . Meyer (eds.), Magic and Ritual in the 
Ancient World (Leiden, 2002), 344-58. 
59 S. R . F. Price, Rituals and Power: The Roman Imperial Cult in Asia 
Minor (Cambridge, 1984), 118-21; M . Clauss, Kaiser und Gott: Herrscherkult 
im römischen Reich (Stuttgart and Leipzig, 1999), 413-19. In the East, the only 
unecjüivocal reference to a prayer (euche) to an emperor is in an inscription at 
Thyateira (IGRRP4A273, lines 11-13). More problematic are the references 
to euche in the context of the emperor cult in SEG 2.718 and 45.1719. For a 
discussion see D . Fishwick, 'Votive Offerings to the Emperor?', ZPE 80 
(1990), 121-30, and A . Chaniotis, 'Der Kaiserkult im Osten des Römischen 
Reiches im Kontext der zeitgenössischen Ritualpraxis', in H . Cancik and 
K. Hitzl (eds.), Die Praxis der Herrscherverehrung in Rom und seinen Provin-
zen: Akten der Tagung in Blaubeuren vom 4. bis 6. April 2002 (Tübingen, 
2003), 3-28. 
60 General survey of the evidence: F. R. Trombley , Hellenic religion 
and Christianization, c.370-529 (Leiden, 1993-4). Examples: A . Chaniotis, 
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the fourth Century several cases of late pagans w h o emphasize in 
their inscriptions that they have observed the pagan rituals. N o t 
so m a n y people bothered to write epigrams commemorat ing the 
fact that they had offered sacrifices before the fourth Century 
AD. In the per iod of advancing Christianization m a n y d i d — f o r 
example Plutarch, praeses insularum dur ing the reign of Jul ian, 
w h o ment ions in an epigram on S a m o s the fact that he had 
sacrificed in the Idaean Cave , 6 1 or V e r a in Patmos (fourth 
Century), selected b y Ar temis to be her priestess; as a hydro-
phoros she came to Pa tmos f rom L e b e d o s in order to celebrate a 
festival w h i c h included the sacrifice of a pregnant she-goat.6 2 
Fina l l y , ritual transfer m a y imply a radical change in the social 
context of its Performance. It has been observed , for instance 
that initiatory rituals in early t imes per formed b y all the 
m e m b e r s of a Communi ty , surv ived as rituals o f a privi leged 
group (e.g. in A t h e n s the ritual o f the arkteia).63 
10 . C O N T E X T U A L I Z I N G M E D I T E R R A N E A N R I T U A L S 
T h e plethora of 'Mediterranean' studies makes clear h o w 
urgent the need to conceptualize the Mediterranean is. T h i s 
can only w o r k if it goes along w i th the continual effort to 
contextualize 'Mediterranean' phenomena . I hope that the 
case studies presented here have s h o w n the necessity to con-
textualize rituals and ritual behaviour in the ancient Medi terra -
nean and their survivals in later periods. T h e title of the book 
w i th w h i c h the heros ktistes of our c o m m o n subject, Fe rnand 
Braudel , inaugurated Mediterranean studies, reminds us that 
the study of the Mediterranean is the study of historical con-
texts. 
'Zwischen Konfrontation und Interaktion: Christen, Juden und Heiden im 
spätantiken Aphrodisias' , in C . Ackermann and K . E . Müller (eds.), Patch-
work: Dimensionen multikultureller Gesellschaften (Bielefeld, 2002), 101—2. 
61 SEG 1. 405. For the identity of Plutarch see A . Chaniotis, 'Plutarchos, 
praeses Insularum', ZPE 68 (1987), 227-31. 
62 R. Merkelbach and J . Stauber, Steinepigramme aus dem griechischen Osten 
(Stuttgart and Leipzig, 1998), i. 169-70. 
63 O n the arkteia see recently N . Demand, Birth, Death, and Motherhood in 
Classical Greece (Baltimore, 1994), 107-14, and B. Gentiii and F. Perusino 
(eds.), Le orse di Brauron: Un rituale di iniziazione femminile nel santuario di 
Artemide (Pisa, 2002). 
